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The Indian People's Party (Bharatiya Janata Party - BJP) wins 

elections: what can we expect from Narendra Modi’s second term  

 

The seventeenth Indian legislative elections confirmed the hegemony of the Bharatiya Janata 

Party on the national political system. Narendra Modi's nationalist party collected 37.5 percent of 

electoral preferences. An achievement that was even more impressive than the 31 percent 

registered in 2014. Thanks to this extraordinary support, the BJP is now in control of 303 

parliamentary seats (again, more than the 282 obtained after 2014 elections), and the party has 

been able to inaugurate his second term maintaining an absolute majority (272 seats).  

Adding the votes collected by the allies with which the BJP founded the National Democratic 

Alliance (NDA) in 1999, Modi can count on 353 seats and 45 percent of electoral preferences.  

The Congress Party and its supporting coalition also registered an increase in electoral 

preferences: the Gandhi family got 52 instead of 44 seats (19.5 percent of the votes), while the 

United Progressive Alliance (UPA) obtained 91 instead of 60 seats (26 percent of preferences).  

The real losers in these elections were the regional parties that choose not to join the Modi 

coalition: they bet on the idea of creating a winning alliance among themselves, but their posture 

did not convince Indian people. Even the Congress Party has lost much of its attractiveness. 

Indeed, the Party increased its support in Kerala and in Punjab, where the extra votes were not the 

result of a decrease in local support for Modi, rather of a shift towards the center of local electorate.  

To understand the priorities, the objectives, and the strategies of the second Modi 

government, it is necessary to reflect both on the reasons for an overwhelming electoral victory, 

which no analyst has been able to anticipate, and on the causes of the final collapse of the Gandhi 

dynasty.  

As for the Congress, the resignation at the beginning of July of Rahul Gandhi, the son of 

Sonia Gandhi, leader of the National Congress Party since December 2017, mark the end of an 

era, one in which for decades the highest positions of the Congress Party, which also had 

Mahatma Gandhi as its leader, were occupied by members of the Nehru-Gandhi family1.  

Rahul took advantage of the umpteenth electoral defeat to take a step back. He used social 

media to justify his resignation emphasizing the need to "assume his responsibilities" to guarantee 

a more stable and successful future for the party. Then, he flew to the United States with his 

mother Sonia and his sister Pryanka2. The Gandhis will therefore be abroad when the Congress 

Working Committee, the party’s body appointed to elect the commission that will then nominate the 

new leader, will convene. 

Making assumptions today about who could be appointed is very difficult. Potential 

candidates are many: from the Dalit leader, Sushil Kumar, to already famous politicians such as 

the former diplomat Shashi Tharoor, Ashok Gehlot and Anand Sharma, to younger leader such as 

Sachin Pilot and Jyotiraditya Scindia. It is certain that those who will be chosen to fill this position 

will have to face a very difficult task: to restructure a party that has lost its traditional unity of 

values, political and economic and social priorities, and also to convince Indian people that the 

Congress Party is still a political party able to express strong and efficient ideas, therefore able to 

confront the BJP. 

                                                           
1  It is important to remember that the whole Indian party system is based on dynasties. The most famous is the Gandhi 

one, mainly because the Congress Party has ruled India for decades, but several others regional parties continue to 

be run as family businesses. 

2  Nello Del Gatto, “India: Rahul esce di scena dopo la sconfitta, i Gandhi pure?”, Affari Internazionali, 16 July 2019, 

https://www.affarinternazionali.it/2019/07/india-rahul-gandhi/  
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While the Congress Party competed for its own survival, the BJP collected many votes for at 

least five reasons. First, the charisma of Narendra Modi, who run a campaign entirely focused on 

his personality and his ability to solve any kind of problem. His constant recourse to nationalism, 

especially in the months preceding the vote, when the BJP leader exploited the Pulwama attack in 

February 2019, in Kashmir, exclusively for electoral purposes, highlighting a muscular nationalism, 

which is not rational rather based on the rhetoric of power and propaganda3. A jihadist group 

based in Pakistan carried out the suicide attack that killed more than forty Indian soldiers in 

February. Modi decided to assume a very firm posture on this issue, ordering air raids on the 

Pakistani territory. Islamabad reacted by attacking two Indian jets, one Indian pilot was captured 

but, because of Modi’s pressures, immediately released. The sudden release of the pilot was 

portrayed by media as a factual and moral "victory" that helped the BJP leader to strengthen 

further his new image of strong man among his nationalist electorate and beyond. 

Modi has been so clever to invite the main regional parties into the National Democratic 

Alliance, aiming at avoiding them to create an alternative alliance and to form, together with the 

Congress Party, an anti-BJP block. Modi also tried to engage the problematic Eastern States by 

promising economic development. They trusted him, and in terms of votes, this investment proved 

to be very rewarding. Finally, Modi exploited the media even more and better than he already did in 

2014, dominating both social media and more traditional channels (print media, radio and 

television), and taking advantage of TV series and movies re-enacting his "success story". These 

series were produced just before the beginning of the electoral campaign and where used all along 

the campaign to further nurture the "myth" of Modi.  

A myth that, however, many scholars find hard to share. Christophe Jaffrelot, one of India's 

most reputable experts in Europe, is very critical in his analysis of the Indian political situation4. 

It is wrong to think that the current success of the BJP depends on the fact that Modi, in his 

first term, managed to keep all or at least some of the promises he made during his first electoral 

campaign. On the contrary, the biggest failure of Modi’s government has been the inability to solve 

the problem of youth unemployment. Statistics are so disappointing (the current unemployment 

rate, which exceeds 6 percent, is the highest in the last 40 years) that Modi completely avoided to 

refer to this topic during the electoral campaign. Foreign investments and exports rates are 

struggling to recover. On top of that, the negative effects on liquidity and the informal economy 

created by 2016 demonetization have not been completely overcome. Even in the countryside, the 

BJP has lost some of its previous appeal. The problem is that Modi recently decided to freeze the 

prices of agricultural products to favour the interests of urban population, which represent the hard 

core of his party's supporters. A choice that has created a widespread discontent that, in 2018 

elections, the BJP paid losing the control of key states such as Chhattisgarh and Madhya 

Pradesh5.  

It was probably also because of these difficulties that, even before the new electoral 

campaign started, Modi decided to concentrate on security and nationalism, trying to capitalize on 

a different image than the one of the “man capable of creating prosperity and well-being for the 

country” used in 2014, embracing the rhetoric of the “strong man” capable of protecting the nation 

in a region that is becoming more and more unstable and problematic. The way Modi handled the 

escalation of tensions with Pakistan is just one of many examples of this change in strategy and 

                                                           
3  Christophe Jaffrelot, “En Inde, comment remporter les élections avec un bilan désastreux », Le Monde Diplomatique, 

July 2019, pp. 10-11. 
4  Corinne Delroy, “L’Inde de Modi : national-populisme et démocratie ethnique”, Cogito, Le Magazine de la Recherche, 

Sciences Po, 6 July 2019, https://www.sciencespo.fr/research/cogito/home/linde-de-modi-national-populisme-et-
democratie-ethnique/  

5  Christophe Jaffrelot, op. cit. 
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approach. Another one is certainly the announcement of the intention to expel illegal migrants from 

Bangladesh currently living in India.  

Another false myth associated to Premier Modi is the one of being a leader “close to people”. 

In 2014, Modi received most of its electoral support from people belonging to the highest castes. 

They voted for Modi to protest against ten years of Congress Party rule in which a series of 

measures were implemented to increase lower classes and Muslims rights, especially in 

universities in terms of access to education and scholarships.   

Modi's rhetoric was therefore investing in two different directions: to lower casts Modi 

introduced himself as the “self-made man”, a man who could turn dreams into reality, and who 

would do its best to protect the interests of the Hindu population. To the rest of India, Modi 

appeared as the man committed to undermine the existing establishment embodied in the Nehru-

Gandhi dynasty, limiting the spreading of its values and its ideas. Thanks to this convincing 

narrative most of Indian people, belonging to the highest castes voted for Modi and the new 

Premier thanked them by co-opting a significant number of higher classes’ representatives in the 

Parliament: it was from the 1980s that the Indian Parliament did not count so many exponents of 

the most prestigious castes. 

Despite his formidable speaking skills, Modi continues to refuse to interact with the press 

directly and transparently. Throughout his first term of office, he never organized any press 

conferences, and during his second electoral campaign, he refused to confront his opponents in 

public debates. He released just a couple of interviews to some regional newspaper, often owned 

by businessmen very close to the government, responding to questions that had been previously 

anticipated to him6.   

Professor Christophe Jaffrelot fears that, today, the rule of law in India is in danger, and 

indeed the country is making significant steps backwards in all international rankings assessing 

factors linked to the state of democracy: attacks against minorities have increased, especially 

regarding Christian and Islamic communities; appointments to key positions of people that are very 

close to the prime minister have increased (especially within the university and the intelligence 

communities), leading many to question the neutrality of the state. The tightening of foreign funding 

to non-governmental organizations has forced many of these structures to stop working in India7. 

Finally, Modi’s choice to authorize anonymous funding in 2016 has created many rumours. This 

choice has indeed allowed the BJP to receive large transfers of money eliminating the need to 

disclose the details of the strong connections between wealthy businessmen and the party8.  

 

Analysis, assessments and forecasts 

According to Professor Jaffrelot, to understand Indian priorities in the coming years it is 

necessary to keep in mind that the country aspires to become a relevant world power. Modi's 

ambitions become even clearer by looking at the amount of investments allocated to the military 

sector. The Premier his capitalizing on the image of the “strong man”, but it is desirable that he will 

use all his power to address all the economic issues that are it is to be hoped that he wants to use 

the power he has managed to concentrate in his hands to respond quickly, in a targeted and 

effective manner to the many economic problems that continue hampering national economic 

growth.   

                                                           
6  Ibid. 
7  Corinne Delroy, op. cit.  
8  “BJP flush with poll cash, no questions asked in these elections”, The Telegraph, 2 May 2019, 

https://m.dailyhunt.in/news/india/english/the+telegraph-epaper-
telegrap/bjp+flush+with+poll+cash+no+questions+asked+in+this+election-newsid-115228825 
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Modi has two more challenges to deal with. One is the strong opposition and obstructionism 

characterizing all national states that are not under a BJP local government. The second is the 

resentment that is emerging among all minorities, both religious and non-religious, which are 

feeling excluded from the nation that Modi is trying to build.   

The change of attitude towards Pakistan is not only linked to an electoral strategy. Differently 

from what happened in 2014, when Modi surprised all Indian analysts by inviting his Pakistani 

counterpart to the opening ceremony of his first government, launching a strong signal of détente 

for the entire region, this time the Pakistani Prime Minister, Imran Khan, has not even been 

contacted9.  

As far as China is concerned, the Premier continues to be against One Belt One Road 

project, mainly because the China–Pakistan Economic Corridor is expected to cross the Pakistani 

portion of Kashmir. For India, the corridor would implicitly legitimize Islamabad's sovereignty over 

the territory and, therefore, encircle India. Again, Modi fears that, without a decisive intervention by 

New Delhi, countries like Sri Lanka and Nepal may end up becoming Chinese de facto 

protectorates.  

That being said, Modi is perfectly aware that he is not able to resist China alone, and he is 

doing his best to consolidate new alliances with countries such as Japan, Australia, and the United 

States. Yet, over the last few months, Washington started changing its attitude towards New Delhi. 

President Donald Trump has embraced a strong anti-Indian rhetoric that has led the local press to 

talk about a possible "second trade war". In March, the United States lifted the exemption from 

payment of duties on aluminium and steel to India, after the two countries failed to agree on a new 

regulation on e-commerce. At the beginning of June, Trump chose to withdraw the United States 

from a very special trade agreement they had with India and thanks to which a series of Indian 

products have been imported into the United States without customs tariffs for years10. In mid-

June, the Indian government introduced customs duties on 28 American products as a form of 

retaliation against a measure they declared as unexpected and unjustified. If on the one hand it will 

be difficult to recover Washington's trust and support in a short time, on the other hand, the 

American anti-India posture is indirectly interfering with the strengthening of the alliances with 

Tokyo and Canberra, as none of them want to risk its own relationship with the United States for 

India.   

It is not a coincidence that, today, India is considering to abandon the idea of supporting the 

Quadrilateral Security Dialogue (Quad), the strategic military alliance including India, the United 

States, Australia, and Japan, to invest in the consolidation of a free and open region, by remaining 

available to cooperate with any nation interested in supporting the ideal of promoting shared peace 

and prosperity11.  

At the same time, it is surprising to think that, to become a regional power, India needs to be 

perceived politically stable, economically prosperous, and dynamic power, open to foreign trade 

and capable to set up a robust industrial system. Modi is perfectly aware of this caveat, and 

indeed, he has already started discussing the goals of his economic strategy. Transforming the 

country into an economy of 5 trillion dollars by 2024, aiming at doubling its current capacity, and 

reforming the agricultural sector.  

                                                           
9  Christophe Jaffrelot, op. cit.  

10  This is the "Generalized System of Preferences" program, which allows developing countries to export their products 
to the US. Thanks to this system, in 2018, goods for $142 billion were sold to the United States. 

11  Jabin T Jacob, “India must create and lead a new regional grouping to replace Quad”, Moneycontrol, 12 June 2019, 
https://www.moneycontrol.com/news/india/politics-india-must-create-and-lead-a-new-regional-grouping-to-replace-
quad-4086401.html 
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He also appealed Indian people to engage in a collective struggle "against poverty, unemployment, 

drought, pollution, corruption and violence", to create, together, a "new India" by 202212. 

In short, Modi has returned to propaganda, with no plans or tangible strategies to follow. 

Paradox of paradoxes, to succeed he needs to invest in infrastructures, which have always been 

the weakest link in India, and in the telecommunications field, two areas in which India already 

asked China to help to fix some of the existing gaps.  

 

 

                                                           
12  “Making India $5 trillion economy challenging but achievable: PM Modi”, The Times of India, 16 June 2019, 

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/articleshow/69801618.cms?utm_source=twitter.com&utm_medium=social&utm_ca
mpaign=TOIDesktop&utm_source=contentofinterest&utm_medium=text&utm_campaign=cppst 


